Anatomy for the Artist by Sarah Simblet

Excellent Reference And Resource Book

Anatomy for the Artist is like having your own life-drawing studio in the privacy of your home. Carefully constructed photographs of the human form allow you to see the structure and function of the skeleton and main muscle groups. Six imaginative drawing lessons, each supported with photography, show how to portray the bones, head, rib cage, pelvis, hands, and feet in perspective, from different angles, both in still poses and in movement.

Personal Review: Anatomy for the Artist by Sarah Simblet
This is a great book for studying anatomy for any artist. An artist can never practice drawing and painting anatomy enough, no matter how advanced they are in study or career. I love the skeletal velum overlaying photographs of body parts illustrating exactly how they fit inside our bodies. There are several photographs of hands, feet, and an actual skeleton for detailed practice. The bodies, as others have mentioned, are fit and muscular making for excellent for reference and drawing practice. I
borrowed this book from the library so many times I decided it was time to buy a copy of my own. It continues to be one of my favorite anatomy books to use when I need a reference while experimenting with various mediums.
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